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At the end of July, when Sandy and I arrived in Stockholm for the initial get together of the Mariner 

Rally, we were delighted to see many of our fellow Squadron members there to join us. They 

included Past Commodore Bill and Sue Wood, Karl and Barbara Beckman, Ivan and Karol Wheen, 

John and Robin Vandervord, together with their daughters Elle and Chloe, and the five other co-

owners of Assassin  (which had won the 2014/5 Mariner Friday Twilights prize) and of course Trevor 

and Maggie Joyce, the co-ordinators of the Rally.  

 

Additionally, there was a boat crewed by a group from RPAYC Cruising Division, one primarily based 

in the Mornington Peninsular, and George Snow and Lindsay May from the CYCA (Lindsay will be 

remembered for his recent  presentation to our Cruising Division on his Hobart experiences.) 

Altogether we were 44 people who arrived with high expectations of this relatively unknown area, 

from a Cruising point of view.   

This was Mariner’s second adventure to the Stockholm Archipelago which includes 25,000 islands in 

an area of only 65 nautical miles from north to south and 15 miles from east to west. The prevailing 

wind direction is South West, and during the July/August summer period the average maximum 

temperature is in the order of 23 degrees Celsius.  

However, during the second week we experienced the coldest August temperature in 20 years (each 

day the temperature was virtually the same as in Sydney) but the sun still shone, the wind strength 

rarely exceeded 20 knots and the passages were always on protected flat water. These conditions 

led to some superb cruising through most interesting islands and passages. The hour long motor 

through the Baggens Starket Canal on our last day will stay in my memory for a long time for its 

sheer beauty and natural environment.   

The Archipelago does require astute navigation but one of the benefits of the rally package offered 

by Mariner was the presence of local professional sailor Martin Hemmerling who provided 



comprehensive navigation information prior to and during each of the passages. As there are many 

hazards this is not your usual bareboat charter destination, however the rewards for doing one’s 

homework and having basic Coastal Navigation skills, were some wonderful sailing opportunities.  

Martin was also instrumental in the planning of the rally route which combined post-race function 

venues with what are known locally as ‘nature harbours’. Often a stern anchor is used to moor a 

yacht and the bow pulpit incorporates a ladder which provides access to the shore. This method of 

disembarking works because there is little rise and fall in tide and the added benefit is that rudders 

are always protected as they are in the deep water. 

 

In one such anchorage, which sounded something like ‘Grandcrashflagon’ in English, the two local 

inhabitants and some five cows peered across the landlocked bay at the anchored fleet. The 

presentation for the day’s race was conducted from a high flat rock on the shore. Previously we 

approached another landlocked bay and entered, line astern of each other, through a channel of 

reeds with the depth sounder showing zero under the keel to the muddy bottom. As we passed 

through the channel, off to our starboard side was a magnificent home owned by Niklas Zennstrom, 

one of the inventors of Skype. Each day brought new and memorable experiences. 

 



Much of the sailing was on the local fairways (main local channels) where large passenger liners and 

high speed RORO ferries often passed very close by doing 20 knots. There was no opportunity for 30 

metre clearance, as the channel was not that wide. Somehow everyone co-exists without the 

constant blasting of horns we seem to experience on Sydney Harbour! 

The racing component saw three yachts tied in first place prior to the sixth and final race, with two of 

those yachts manned by Squadron crews: Blu, with Richard Lawson at the helm, and Sky Fall steered 

primarily by Phillip Cutts and manned by the Assassin crew. In the end Richard prevailed.  

Throughout the rally there were some very close encounters with Sno, an identical Bavaria 50 

skippered by George Snow, with Lindsay May navigating (both of Brindabella fame.) Onboard Blu we 

had to mould a motely bunch comprising four relative novices into a slick crew and throughout the 

whole series we gradually improved sufficiently to beat Sno for the first time in the last race - but it 

was the race we needed to win! 

Karl Beckman and Ivan Wheen on board Illusion were also in the hunt on a Bavaria 46, and at the 

final night function, Ivan remarked upon the seamless delivery of the rally programme. Bill Wood 

with his wife Sue sailed on an identical Bavaria 46 and they too could have won the series had it not 

been for a torn sail during the last race. 

One of the highlights along the rally route was at Sandhamn, home of the Royal Swedish Yacht Club. 

As an associated club with the Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron, the KSSS, as it is known, confirmed 

berthing arrangements for the rally fleet and hosted a drinks party for everyone, even though only 

half of the rally participants were Squadron Members. The restaurant at the club’s facility also 

offered a quality menu in a memorable setting.  

 

Of course the racing/cruising was secondary to the overall Swedish experience, with Stockholm as 

the standout. This is a beautiful city which has grown around a superb harbour and has preserved its 

architecture so well. The Swedes are a delight; they have a genuine love for their Royal family, and 

their social democratic way of life creates an air of calm which can only be admired.   

The main conclusions drawn from the Stockholm Archipelago are that it offers perfect conditions for 

this kind of rally, with great weather, excellent food, really hospitable people all of whom speak 



English, very interesting history and culture, great anchorages and possibly the best sailing of all the 

world’s cruising grounds where Mariner Boating run their yacht rallies. 

I believe I speak for all the Squadron participants, when I express our appreciation to Trevor, Maggie 

and their great support team for once again taking us to a part of the world we may not otherwise 

have gone to, and in such wonderful style. We certainly hope to return.   

I understand the 2018 rally is already on the drawing board and I heartily recommend it to the 

Cruising Division. 

 


